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1 Introduction 
This document provides the Samford Support Network (SSN) policy in providing transport services 
to Clients.  

The intended audience is Clients and Members of the SSN, particularly SSN Drivers.  

This policy applies to all drives where Clients are transported by SSN Members including social 
networking drives. It does not apply to non-Client Drives such as Food Transport, Equipment 
Transport etc. 

2 Policy  
2.1 General Client Drives 

The SSN provides a best efforts volunteer transport to SSN Clients either as a private drive under 
the SSN (SSN Drives) or as a drive requested by the Client through Communify (Communify Drives).  

These are clearly identified by whether the Drivers runsheet is issued by Communify or by SSN. No 
other runsheets are permitted. 

The purpose of the drive may be following a request by the Client to Communify, or to SSN, or as 
part of an organised group outing facilitated by the SSN. 

In providing these transport services Clients and SSN Drivers are to adhere to the following: 

(a) Under no circumstances are Clients travelling under a Communify Drive allowed to travel in 
the same vehicle as Clients under a Private Drive (whether Private car or Communify car), and 
vice versa. 

(b) All Drivers must follow the directions on the relevant runsheet for each Client without variation, 
including: 

(i) Pickup location; 

(ii) Destination; and 

(iii) Client contribution. 

Any dispute of the details must be resolved with the appropriate coordinator as soon as 
practical and a new runsheet issued. In particular the exact Client contribution stated in the 
runsheet must be paid to the Driver at the time of the drive, regardless of any dispute (which 
may be resolved after the drive has completed). Failure to adhere to this can cause significant 
ramifications to the SSN management and payments to its suppliers. 

(c) If a Client has a Disabled Parking permit, to bring that with them if they want the SSN Drivers 
to take advantage of Disabled Parking facilities. 

(d) Drivers are advised not to pickup a Client between Sunset and Sunrise (i.e. when dark), other 
than in exceptional and unavoidable circumstances where the Driver feels safe doing so. 

 

2.2 Age Care Package Clients 

Clients on Age Care Packages may select to have their transport costs through Communify paid for 
from their Package. Clients and Drivers should note that this only applies to drives that have a 
Communify Runsheet that states Client Contribution of $0 because the Client is on a package. 

Clients should note that the number of kilometres from the pickup point to the destination for each 
one-way trip will be charged to their package by Communify at $2.50 per km. For example, a trip 
from Samford Village to Keperra Shopping Centre (10km each way) would result in a charge of $25 
each way to the package. 
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If a Client chooses and advises SSN that they require their drive to be done as an SSN Private Drive, 
then normal SSN Client Contribution fees apply and will need to be paid to the SSN Driver in the 
normal manner. No charge results to the Client’s package if the drive is done as an SSN Private 
Drive. In the event that SSN are unable to find a private driver to conduct the drive, SSN reserve the 
right to redirect the request to Communify, which will result in a charge to the Client’s Package. 

2.3 NDIS Clients 

Clients on NDIS may be allocated an amount in their NDIS package for transport. In most cases this 
is paid directly to them by direct deposit. The transport Communify provide is then charged to the 
Client at a rate of $2.50 per km (in the same manner as the Aged Care Package Clients) which the 
Client pay directly to Communify, usually via direct debit. 

Clients and Drivers should note that this only applies to drives that have a Communify Runsheet that 
states Client Contribution of $0 because the Client is on NDIS. 

If a Client chooses and advises SSN that they require their drive to be done as an SSN Private Drive, 
then normal SSN Client Contribution fees apply and will need to be paid to the SSN Driver in the 
normal manner. No further charge results to the Client if the drive is done as an SSN Private Drive.  

In the event that SSN are unable to find a private driver to conduct the drive, if a volunteer under 
Communify is available the Client can be driven under Communify with the charge of $2.50/km. 
Otherwise, the Client will be notified and usually required to make other arrangements. 

3 Limit of Assistance to Clients 
The SSN recognise that some Clients have mobility and medical issues that may require additional 
assistance from SSN Volunteer Drivers who are transporting them. The SSN Drivers are happy to 
accompany the Clients to their destination and provide conversation and company. 

SSN Drivers have the sole and undisputable choice to refuse to transport a Client for any reason 
and any time. The Client must indemnify the SSN from any costs or damages resulting from any 
refusal by an SSN Driver to transport them.  

Reasons for not transporting a Client may include, but not limited to: 

(a) Client too sick to be transported. 

(b) Client uncooperative, rude or disrespectful to the SSN Driver. 

(c) Client’s mobility is too poor to reasonably undertake the trip. 

(d) Client wants to transport unreasonable number of items, including mobility aids. 

(e) Anything that makes the SSN Driver feel unsafe about transporting the Client. 

 

Our SSN Volunteers are not trained carers and the SSN limit assistance by SSN Drivers in the 
interest of the Volunteers well-being. Such limitation excludes SSN Drivers providing: 

(a) Assistance with bathroom and toileting. 

(b) Cleaning up after a mess made by a Client. 

(c) Assistance with lifting or carrying shopping bags or other items. 

(d) Lifting heavy or awkward mobility aids. 

(e) Assembling mobility aids. 

 

In the event of a Client experiencing a personal accident (e.g. incontinence) the SSN Driver will 
endeavour to seek the appropriate help to assist the Client, including calling Shopping Centre 
Management, First Aid, Ambulance etc. Shopping Centre assistance is best sought via the 
information centre or direct to a security guard. The SSN Driver will, when the incident is controlled, 
transport the Client back home if practical.  

Cleaning of any significant dirtying of a car by the Client will generally be covered by the SSN, 
however the SSN reserve the right to claim some or all of the cleaning costs from the Client. 


